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Swami:  Good afternoon.  Everybody so hungry? 
 
Victoria:  I think we’re more hungry for your words.   
 
Swami:  Oh, I have a poem somebody wrote to me.  
 (Swami reads Victoria's poem aloud to the group.) 
   
 

 
Prayer To My Guru 

  
Walk with me, all the days of all my lives. 

 Uplift me, support me, as water floats the lotus. 
  

Talk with me, whisper prayers throughout each night. 
 Nourish me, teach me, as water feeds the lotus. 
 
 Surround me with harmony, fill my days with peace. 
 Calm me, care for me, as water protects the lotus. 
 
 Accept me, redeem me, take away all my blocks. 
 Wash me, cleanse me, as water bathes the lotus. 
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 Be with me, always near, so I never have to call. 
 Lead me, watch out for me, as water surrounds the lotus. 
 
 Sing with me, harmonize, never leave from my heart. 
 You see the best of me, as water reflects the lotus. 
 
 Give me strength, an open heart, a soul of huge capacity, 
 fortitude and grace, as water uplifts the lotus. 
 
 
Swami:  It’s a great poem I ever read in my life.  I’m sorry Gary, I have to 
implement this poem.  Would you mind? 
 
Gary:  No Swami, I wouldn’t mind.  
 
Swami:  Your voice went a little low. 
 
Gary:  I’m so happy. 
 
Swami:  She signed it.  I can make it like a triple meaning each sentence, 
but I will do privately.  Good.  How many channels everybody has it?  
 
Students:  Two. 
 
Swami: 
 
Third JC Channel 

Om dheem, kleem, saoum 
mama, mama, atma yoga 
kala svarupa 
maha yoga shakti Datta 
raksha, raksha, rakshamam 

 
10,008 x 108 times,  starting on New Moon.  Complete only on New Moon 
That New Moon has to be on a Sunday.  Need to make it very gently to hit 
it.  Whenever doing this, especially Third one, no chance to be non-veg; no 
alcohol, complete celibacy - like purely sattva. 
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Fourth JC Channel 
Om maha hesraim, tesraim, yogam 
Maha ruksha 
Atma ruksha 
Kala ruksha 
Prajzvala ruksha 
Dhaata Dhauta (or dhota - sp?) life and death 
Raksha, raksha, rakshamam 

 
10,008 x 108 times.  You can make with this one a death to come to life.  You 
can do only three times in your life.  This is not Khandana Yoga.  If you 
want to do this you need a companion. There’s no permission to do as a 
single bachelor.  Bachelors cannot win it.  I’m sorry.  This one hits to Jesus 
Christ’s life history in different, interesting way. There’s evidence and 
authentic way how.  Without a companion… means a woman’s energy has 
to win it.  It’s not meaning it has to make love, whatever it is.  The woman 
energy, you have to receive her love.  You know what I’m saying?  Her 
heart rhythm, the caring nature for you and there’s no permission you can 
eat the food you cooked.  Can only eat the food woman cooks - not gents 
cooking.  That’s little tricky.  It’s not my own strange, it is whatever it is 
there, and I’m exactly telling it.  And A-Z clothes need to wash by a woman 
and food cooked by woman and your shoes she has to clean it.  At the time 
they said you have to use the shoes like a wood shoes, like wood padukas.  
That’s difficult, but better to not use the shoes or if you want to use the 
shoes, better to put some grass inside. You know what I’m saying?  You 
should not use the leather – key point, there’s no leather.  What is meant by 
ruksha Ramakrishna?   
 
Ramakrishna:  I don’t know.   
 
Swami:  Maha means huge.  Ruksha means kind of unbelievable tree.  Atma 
ruksha means soul tree.  Kala ruksha means the time tree.  Prajzvala ruksha 
means lighting, the light to the tree. And dhaata dhauta means – dhaata 
means to giving, dauta means who was receiving it.  What is yogam?   
 
Ramakrishna:  Yogam means who won the fruit of the yoga, who’s walking 
with the fragrance of that austerities. 
 
Swami:  Still everyone is continuing who was studying the Telugu?  Hello?  
Tatyana? 
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Tatyana:  The last days no but before that, yes.   
 
Swami:  I’m telling you again one more time, it’s super important in your 
lives no matter what.  If you really want to understand the ancient 
philosophy, if you really want to walk in the globe with the authentic 
proofs, you have to.  It took to me a few days, almost like ten, fifteen days 
to… just I gave the two channels and observing everybody from Full Moon 
just crossed.  Then I noticed somebody’s energies who I really want to pick 
up.  Then today I feel a little strong and comfortable, “Ok, go ahead.”  Now 
I can teach little more channels.  Few guys already got success, but I don’t 
want to say what they got it, and how they got it.  In a few days they will 
talk and they will demonstrate in front of few people then only the 
confidence will come up.  It’s important Telugu.  I’m sorry, there’s no other 
option. 
 
Fifth JC Channel 

Om maha bijam 
Yoga bijam 
Maha truthiya bijam 
(your personal mantra goes here) 
guru Datta pitha 
prajzvala dham dhim dhaum 
kam tam cham tham… 

 
These Bijakshras came before somewhere kam tam tham cham.  Where it 
came and on which occasion it came?   
 
Clint:  Sri Chakra. 
 
Swami:  Hello? 
 
Students:  Four mantras you gave on protection after seeing the Mother to 
handling the illusions. 
 
Swami:  These four came as a group kam tam tham cham.  Anybody 
remember?  
 
Jonathan:  Four Mother Divine mantras you gave after having darshan.   
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(Jonathan chants the mantra. Swami asks to repeat the next one.  Jonathan chants 
it.) 
 
Swami:  No, no, no.  These Bijakshras where it came?  It’s very key point 
these Bijakshras.  If you miss this and if you missed your personal mantra, 
it’s pretty good life risk.  Ok, let me come to the mantra.   
 
Swami chants it:  Kam tam tham cham.  Sorry, it’s Tam tam tham cham.   
Tam tam tham cham.  (repeats it twice) 
 
 

tam tam tham cham 
maha atma sudhi yoga sudhi 
raksha raksha rakshamam 

 
(Whole mantra) 
 

Om maha bijam 
Yoga bijam 
Mama truthiya bijam 
(personal mantra goes here) 
guru Datta pitha 
prajzvala dham dhim dhaum 
tam tam tham cham 
maha atma sudhi yoga sudhi 
raksha raksha rakshamam 

 
Guess what this mantra brings it?   
 
Clint:  Parakaya Pravesh – going with your soul into another body? 
 
Swami:   No. 
 
Nancy:  Yoga Samadhi? 
 
Swami:  What do you mean exactly?   
 
Nancy:   Leaving your body, taking your soul out? 
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Swami:  Leaving the body and having a communication with Shiva.  What 
do you mean by truthiya  Ramakrishna? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Truthiya is the third stage of Paramashiva Yoga. 
 
Swami:  Pradama, Dwithiya, Truthiya, Chaturdha, Panchama, I told those 
stages.  Here it comes truthiya bijam.  What does it mean by truthiya?  Who 
has the three lines?   
 
Student:  Shiva. 
 
Swami:  Truthiya bijam is the person to having the bija, the three lines.  Next 
comes your personal mantra.  You can put what you really believe and are 
confident on as your personal mantra in the next line.  You know what I’m 
saying?  And dham, dheem, dhaum is very important. And kam, tam, tham, 
cham is important.  And whatever you mispronounce, whatever it is, is ok - 
Maha sudhi yoga sudhi raksha raksha rakshamam. 
 
10,008 x 108 times, start any day. 
 
End the last 108 times, one mala, you are in the water at the Full Moon 
time.  Then your soul will get pretty good charged.  Make sure somebody is 
with you watching.  Do you understand?  In the water means, the water has 
to be little bit flow.  Not like in a swimming pool, not like that.  It has to be 
little bit flow. You have to sit, take the mala, chant it and whatever it comes 
near to you don’t get afraid and have a conversation.   
 
Once if you drop the mala, forget it, you’re floating in the water.  Floating 
means you’re out, flush out like the ant is swimming in the mercury.  Is it 
possible?  It will be kind of like that, what you feel the whole, the water 
energy makes a clot.  You know what I’m saying?  And when I did this, I’m 
here sitting (shows water to his neck) and water is coming like this (shows 
water going up and down over his head and down to his neck.)  I can’t move.  
There’s no way I have to move and I did different way, I sat in the well.  
And another interesting thing, I gave some rice, another protection.   
 
These all channels need to be observe with your Swami, no matter what.  
Observation?  You have to get your Swami, “Swami I did, please come and 
watch me.”  The first priority is your Swami.  The second priority is, who 
already been one or two channels then they know how to get you out.  I’m  
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there, and I gave some rice. Whenever the water is getting strange, my 
friend he threw the rice on me.  It means it keeps make it balance it.  At the 
time a big white cobra, just it came and sat on the step and my friend saw 
that and he ran away.  Believe me my position, “Ok...” Then I pulled 
different arrows, same time, my Brahma Consciousness, same time doing 
the japas, asked certain things, ok got it.  It’s not one hundred percent 
success, pretty good success.  Then later, I again took second time, I made 
it.  That forty-five minutes the cobra wouldn’t move it.  It really wanted to 
bite me.  It’s almost like super, like pretty big size and kind of giving the 
noise – ferocious, super ferocious.  Ok, keeping on putting the sankalpams 
there to escape it.   
 
In three days, I’m sorry Tobias, is going to facing pretty big punch in the 
Dwarkamai wih the cobra, to wash his fear.  If you want to see the cobra we 
made there – it’s in the big basket.  Are you ready?  No problem, we’re 
recording everything.  If you’re ready… switch the camera on him back of 
room.  Are you ready? 
 
Tobias:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  For what? 
 
Tobias:  For whatever is necessary.   
 
Swami:  I really want to see how much you really have the guts and I’m 
sending you in a kind of Bramha Maharshi dress, and if possible, I really 
want to release to make it small rope on your belt and make some mickey 
mouses, two, three, as you wish.  Tatyana?  Are you happy to make me do 
on him or just… we’ll see.  Just I want to see how much his dedication and 
surrender.  He’s a big paranoid person, big fear all the time – fear, fear, fear, 
fear.  But I really want to watch through the cameras by outside in my 
television, A-Z it’s recording there. We can sit and watch, but no 
permission you cannot move any side, you know what I’m saying?   
 
Tobias:   Yes I do, I can’t move any side.   
 
Swami:   You have to sit like four by four feet – sit and meditate.  Ready? 
 
Tobias:   Sure, ok. 
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Swami:   Once if you run out, I’m sending you to Germany.  
 
Tobias:   Ok. 
 
Swami:   You Tatyana? 
 
Tatyana:   It’s fine. 
 
Swami:   It’s fine?  For he himself to going to Germany or what?   
 
Tatyana:   No, for his process. 
 
Swami:   Do you think he’ll win it? 
 
Tatyana:   Yes.   
 
Swami:  I doubt it. To be honest, telling truth, fifty-fifty. I won’t give 
guarantee.  Hey, Dwarkamai is terrible illusion place.  Is it true?  Look at 
the Philip, “Oh.”  It’s terrible illusion place.  Few things I tested, “Oh, no 
way.”  Whatever I said, “Don’t do it!” They did it in Dwarkamai.  
Practically proved it, then I said, “Ok.” Main reason is because lot of 
people’s power spot is there – up and down their energies.  It’s affecting.  
But one part, everybody has to win through the Dwarkamai, in 
Dwarkamai.  But taking my own breathing time. Once if the wheel moves 
it, then it will really moves.  Until to moving it, it’s a problem. Does 
anybody have any coin?  We’ll do a toss to him, either he’ll do that or next.   
 
Swami to Philip:  You do it.  If I do it, he thinks… Which one is it heads or 
tails?  Heads means you’re doing it? 
 
Tobias:  Yes. 
 
Philip:  (Tossed the coin)  Heads! 
 
Swami:  God bless you.  So for now this five channels is enough.  So keep 
practicing this and I have lot of processes with a different people, with a 
different groups so I have to take different works to start.  Any questions?   
 
Victoria:  Two questions.  One is number three, what is that yoga and why?  
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Swami:  Wait. 
 
Victoria:  And number four, when do we start? 
 
Swami:  No problem, anytime, go ahead. 
 
Alx:  Two questions.  One is about number four, you say bachelors without 
a companion cannot do it to bring a dead person back to life, but can a 
single woman do?   
 
Swami:  Single men no permission to do this mantra.   
 
Alx:  But single women is alright? 
 
Swami:  Absolutely.  You can be like a kind of panchari… 
 
Alx:  Then the other one, the one in the water on the Full Moon on the last 
day, is it daytime or nighttime?  Does it matter? 
 
Swami:  Nighttime.   
 
Chris:  On the last one on the Full Moon night, if something’s going wrong, 
can the person who’s watching over you, can they touch you during that 
time? 
 
Swami:  Absolutely. 
 
Philip:   Are there names for these three? 
 
Swami:  I’ll give it later. 
 
Imke:  Can you repeat number five please? 
 
Swami:  What’s the confusion here?  
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Om maha bijam 
Yoga bijam 
Maha truthiya bijam 
(personal mantra) 
guru Datta pitha 
prajzvala dham dheem dhaum 
kam tam tham cham 

 
Pitha means, this is a pitha (showing his chair), what I sit.  It’s authentic, like 
energy foundation.  Pitham, pitha – something holds it.   
 
Imke:  How high the water has to be? 
 
Swami:  Up to the neck, has to be.  Without your notice, slowly, the water 
will suck you into the deep water.  Careful, don’t be scared.   
 
Student:  Can you give me a personal mantra? 
 
Swami:  I will.  I think I gave to a lot of people, new students the personal 
mantra?  Yes Thomas? 
 
Thomas:  When you’re doing that process in the water, are you holding the 
mala outside the water?  You said not to drop the mala. 
 
Swami:  You’re very funny.  You like the swimming pools, don’t you? 
 
Thomas:  Yes, Swami. 
 
Swami:  Not alone?  
 
Thomas:  Yes, I very much like the water. 
 
Swami:  Not alone?  
 
Thomas:  No.  
 
Swami:  That makes sense.  Make it as much as you’re comfortable.  You 
know what I’m saying?  Even in the water you cannot lift it, no way, the 
water is flowing.  Hun-un.   
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Marianatha:  Should we do all at the same time or finish one, then start 
another? 
 
Swami:  One by one, go one by one.  If master gave permission you really 
can do it, yes take three or four.  Maximum you can take at a time four 
steps.  But the point here, even 10,008 by 108 times, before that, within four, 
five days later, you reach, you’re almost be there, the energy will be there, 
then master can just come and jump, “Do it.”  But after you did it, you need 
to be test it.  Without testing each one, no use, don’t compromise.  In your 
lifetime you can do three times, this one.  If you got failure, again second 
time, again third time, then done.    
 
Philip:  Is the word yoga suti or suddi? 
 
Swami:  Sudhi.  It’s ok, like a siddhi – suddhi.   
 
Jonathan:  And the first one, Swami, after kala svarupa is it maha or mama?   
 
Swami:  Maha.  
 
Jonathan:  Then yoga shakti Datta? 
 
Swami:  Yes.  But never mention like a dhauta, forget it. Again I will record 
them very clearly then you can watch again the audio each sentence.  I’ll go 
through all mantras one more time.   
 
 
JC Channel, Three 

Om dheem kleem sauom 
Mama mama  
Atma yoga 
Kala svarupa 
Maha yoga shakti Datta 
Raksha raksha rakshamam 
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JC Channel, Four 
Om maha hesraim tesraim yogam 
Maha ruksha 
Atma ruksha 
Kala ruksha 
Prajzvala ruksha 
Dhaata dhota 
Raksha raksha rakshamam 

 
 
JC Channel, Five 

Om maha bijam 
Yoga bijam 
Maha truthiya bijam 
(personal mantra) 
guru Datta pitha prajzvala 
dham dheem dhaum 
kam tam tham cham 
maha atma sudhi 
yoga sudhi 
raksha, raksha, rakshamam 
 
 

Got it?  Good.  So, I have to prepare a few things for different people. 
I want to see Clint's group after your food and I want to see Skye and 
Diana in ten minutes.  Have a good day guys.   

   
 
   
 
 


